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Market Update — August 12th, 2022 

Commodity resin trading remained slower than average, and pricing 
was generally still weak heading into mid-August as fundamental 
downward pressure from ample supply, poor demand, and global eco-
nomic concerns weighed on the market. However, after already taking 
a recent pummeling, spot prices for prime Polyethylene and Polypro-
pylene held flat on the week, pausing along the downtrend that has 
given buyers pricing power for a change. The lack of price movement 
is not necessarily an indication that PE and PP have found a floor yet, 
especially considering the glut of supply still stuck in warehouses 
across the US, but mostly Houston. It is indeed an uphill battle for 
producers to clear out excess material; early industry data for July has 
indicated further upstream inventory growth for PE and PP, and by 
maintaining high reactor operating rates, producers are not helping 
themselves at all. It may be a while or take a major hurricane / signifi-
cant production disruption before the dynamic shifts back into the 
hands of producers. Despite having pricing power, buyers still face 
long delivery lead times as rail congestion remains an issue. The rail 
embargo into California has improved somewhat, but not enough, as 
suppliers must still apply for permits to ship cars. Prompt packaged 
availability for some PE and PP grades are also constrained, though 
most resins are available in railcar quantities with a few weeks notice. 

Monomer market participation continued strong, while volumes were 
better and prices moved in opposite directions with Ethylene up 
alongside higher Ethane, and PGP sliding as 1 of the 2 PDH units that 
were down a week earlier returned to service. Ethylene traders enter-
tained a smattering of bids and offers to start the week. Prices were 
weak, with participants focusing on deals for the remaining months of 
’22 for deliveries in both TX and Louisiana. On Monday afternoon, 
traders came to an agreement for Aug Ethylene in LA at $.245/lb; an-
other deal that swapped Aug and Sept deliveries in LA was also noted. 
On Tuesday, a deal that switched Oct and Dec Ethylene delivery in 
TX was finalized at even money. Though no sales were inked on ei-
ther Wednesday or Thursday, prices perked up and managed to finish 
higher daily. On Friday, a few more executions were seen, and eth-
ylene settled up a full penny to just over $.26/lb while deferred con-
tract months moved a quarter-cent lower.  
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a 
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Resin for Sale 17,156,804 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

HDPE - Blow 2,678,048              0.600$     0.750$     0.660$      0.710$     

LLDPE - Film 2,535,220              0.650$     0.770$     0.690$      0.740$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,359,656              0.720$     0.950$     0.830$      0.930$     

PP Homo - Inj 2,347,656              0.670$     0.870$     0.730$      0.830$     

HDPE - Inj 2,342,140              0.640$     0.740$     0.660$      0.710$     

LDPE - Film 2,102,312              0.720$     0.830$     0.730$      0.780$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,178,116              0.700$     0.820$     0.710$      0.760$     

HMWPE - Film 845,012                 0.610$     0.680$     0.610$      0.660$     

LDPE - Inj 768,644                 0.690$     0.800$     0.750$      0.800$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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This weekly move inverted the forward curve switching it from a nor-
malized contango to a slight backwardation.  

Propylene saw initial action Monday afternoon when traders swapped 
Aug and Sept delivery dates at even money. On Tuesday, Aug PGP 
found a new home at $.47/lb and then later in the day at $.4675/lb. 
Cal ’23 also exchanged hands three times each at $.48/lb. A few in-
quiries made it to market on Wednesday, but no deals were seen. 
Thursday morning saw a deal for Northeast Asian PGP come togeth-
er, followed by another completed trade exchanging delivery 
timeframes between Aug and Sept PGP in TX for no premium. Late 
Friday afternoon, one final transaction for Cal ’23 PGP was finalized 
at $.47375/lb. Spot Aug PGP then settled down fractionally on the 
week, dipping a hair below $.47/lb. Many deferred contracts lopped 
off $.0325/lb, narrowing the contango to practically a flat-lined curve. 
While July PGP contracts settled down $.04/lb to $.47/lb, current spot 
levels point to a slight upcoming Aug contract increase of around 
$.03/lb. However, ample time is left for market direction to make 
moves that could either exacerbate or diminish any forthcoming con-
tract gains.  

Polyethylene trading was moderately active amid flat pricing, there 
was a more normal flow of inquiries, but the closing ratio left some-
thing to be desired. The increase in activity saw material change 
hands across all PE commodity grades in our marketplace, with LDPE 
Film as the primary mover. Large volumes of export resin for verified 
export were again seen at deeply discounted prices. There was good 
availability of fresh offgrade railcars for domestic shipment, though 
fewer Generic Prime cars were seen this past week. The mountain of 
PE supply has only grown further as early industry data for July has 
shown an increase in inventory for HD and LD. Additional capacity is 
on the way too, as Shell confirmed construction completed at its 
ethane cracker and PE plant in Pennsylvania, and run rates at the fa-
cility are expected to be at full capacity sometime in Q4. The material 
overhang has impacted resellers, who have reduced on-hand invento-
ries and were offering cars with minimal margin rather than turning 
back resin to producers or taking on additional stocks.  
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In the meantime, increases remain on the table for August at $.05/lb 
and September at $.06/lb; with negative sentiment still in place, they 
are generally seen as a protective measure as the hurricane season has 
yet to hit its stride during the typically more active August-October 
timeframe. Hexane and metallocene remain in short supply, with a FM 
for Hexene LL and MD in still place.  

The Polypropylene market was slightly more active as prime prices 
held firm alongside stable PGP levels. Still, the offgrade PP market 
has yet to clean up as there was another heavy flow of railcars that 
ranged in quality from non-descript to near-prime. The constant pelt-
ing of offgrade railcars at ever-competitive pricing has provided pro-
cessors the confidence to buy only as needed. This type of activity has 
driven just in time demand, and Prime packaged truckloads of CoPP 
and HoPP were our biggest movers. The sales drew down our stocks 
to the point that fresh railcar purchases were required to refill our mar-
ket marking inventories. While we are not outright bullish on the mar-
ket, at the right price, we felt the risk/reward was valid. Meanwhile, 
with nary an export market outside of Mexico, producers still face the 
uphill battle of reducing their inventories which went from below average to above average in just one month amid high operating rates and new produc-
tion capacity. Firm PGP prices currently point to a modest 2-3-cent cost-push increase for August contracts, but there is still plenty of time for potential 
change before contracts settle. 

 

 

 
Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!  

 
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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